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Abstract— This paper investigates the impact of inter-
user non-orthogonality and asynchronous communication on
the information-outage probability performance of multi-user
decode-and-forward (DF) cooperative diversity in a code-division
multiple-access (CDMA) uplink. Each user in the proposed
system transmits its own data towards the base station and
also serves as a relay for other users. We assume full-duplex
communication so that each user can transmit and receive
simultaneously at the same frequency. Each user attempts to
decode the messages of a plurality of other users and forwards
the superposition of multiple re-encoded and re-spread messages.
Our cooperative scheme employs a sub-optimum decorrelating
receiver to suppress the multi-user interference at both the
base station and the relay-side. We evaluate the information-
outage probability performance of the proposed scheme in an
underloaded, fully-loaded and overloaded CDMA uplink. We
consider combining schemes at the base station where the source
information is code combined with the relayed information, while
the information from multiple relays is either code combined or
diversity combined. Under the system parameters contemplated
in this paper, diversity combining of the relayed information
is nearly as good as code combining because of the associated
probabilities of decoding at the relays. We then examine the effect
of using practical modulation formats on the information-outage
probability performance of the proposed DF multi-user sharing
scheme under diversity combining. We see that the performance
loss due to modulation constraints and the use of diversity
combining instead of code combining is relatively small.

Index Terms— Diversity techniques, user cooperation, outage
probability, CDMA, multiuser detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

RAPID growth in wireless services places demands on
high speed and high throughput requirements. It is well

known that the use of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
antenna systems improves the capacity and reliability of wire-
less communications. However, the use of multiple antennas to
achieve transmit diversity in the cellular uplink is impractical
due to size constraints at each mobile. A potential solution is
then to employ user cooperative diversity techniques whereby
mobile users share their physical resources to create a virtual
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antenna array and hence achieve transmit diversity gain to
combat fading [1].

The use of cooperative diversity in a cellular uplink was
first popularized by Sendonaris et al., [2], where the authors
develop a full-duplex, two-user sharing protocol for synchro-
nous code-division-multiple-access (CDMA) using orthogo-
nal spreading codes. However, the assumption of orthogonal
spreading codes limits the flexibility of the scheme. Also,
choosing orthogonal codes does not achieve orthogonality in
asynchronous channels. In [3], the authors develop space-
time coded decode-and-forward (DF) protocols and present an
information-outage probability analysis of these protocols. The
medium-access control protocol suggested in [3], [4], allocates
orthogonal channels to the transmitting users and also assumes
block and symbol synchronization. The authors in [5] design
linear multi-user detectors for the synchronous cooperative
CDMA uplink using non-orthogonal spreading codes and
analyze the performance of various detection strategies under
repetition-based full-duplex relaying schemes. The authors
in [6], [7], [8] present various channel coding schemes for
cooperative networks.

Most prior work on cooperative diversity assumes the
allocation of orthogonal channels to multiple users (inter-
user orthogonality) and synchronous communication between
the signals transmitted from different cooperating users in
the network. Both of these assumptions may require accurate
coordination among the cooperating users, causing significant
overhead. The issue of non-orthogonal channel allocation in
the context of cooperation has been addressed in [9], [10]. The
authors in [9] apply delay-diversity techniques to single-source
cooperative networks which do not require orthogonal chan-
nelization or symbol-level timing synchronization. In [10], the
authors propose a cooperative transmission technique, where
relay nodes act as active scatterers and simply retransmit
the source’s transmission under very loose synchronization
constraints.

The information-theoretic analysis of orthogonal coop-
erative diversity systems typically assumes Gaussian input
symbols, However, practical systems must be constrained to
use inputs selected from a finite signal set. The authors in
[11] evaluate the impact of modulation constraints on the
throughput of point-to-point hybrid-ARQ and suggest the
extension to relaying protocols. While information theory has
provided insight into the behavior of basic cooperative diver-
sity systems, many issues need to be addressed which include
investigating the impact of multiple-access interference (MAI)
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in multi-user cooperation schemes under non-orthogonal chan-
nel allocation and asynchronous communications, assessing
the information-outage probability performance of multi-user
cooperative diversity under practical modulation constraints,
and ascertaining suitable combining techniques at the base
station in a multi-user cooperative environment. We address
these issues in this paper. The specific contributions of this
paper are as follows:

1) We propose a multi-user decode-and-forward (DF) co-
operative diversity protocol that operates in an asyn-
chronous CDMA uplink while relaxing the inter-user
orthogonality constraint. We address the problem of
multi-user relaying where each user first broadcasts its
own uniquely spread message and then other users that
overhear the broadcast can relay the re-encoded and
re-spread message to the base station. The protocol
developed here leads to fully distributed cooperation
where no inter-user coordination is required and greatly
simplifies the medium-access control protocol design.

2) We analyze the information-outage probability perfor-
mance of the proposed protocol in underloaded CDMA,
fully-loaded CDMA and overloaded CDMA under di-
versity combining at the base station in the high-signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) regime.

3) We compare diversity combining (e.g., employing
space-time coding) and code combining (e.g., employing
incremental redundancy) [13] of the relayed informa-
tion at the base station using numerical results for the
information-outage probability of fully-loaded CDMA
uplink. For these combining schemes, no matter how the
relayed information is combined with itself, the relayed
information is always code combined with the source
information. In the former case, the relays simply repeat
the source’s message and at the base station, these mul-
tiple observations are combined using a maximal-ratio
diversity combining technique. In the code combining
case, the source first transmits a codeword and relays
help the source by sending additional redundancy bits.
The base station then combines the original codeword
and the redundancy bits to decode the source’s message.

4) Finally, we examine the impact of using practical modu-
lation techniques on the outage probability performance
of space-time coded cooperative diversity under fully-
loaded CDMA system configuration.

We compare the outage probability performance of the pro-
posed cooperation scheme under fully-loaded CDMA system
configurations and diversity combining with that of Laneman’s
space-time coded protocol [3] which builds upon inter-user
orthogonality and accurate synchronous communication as-
sumptions, using high-SNR approximations. The comparison
demonstrates the loss in spectral efficiency of the proposed
protocol with respect to Laneman’s space-time coded protocol
due to non-orthogonal spreading code assignment to each user
(which introduces inter-user non-orthogonality), asynchronism
between relayed transmissions and the (subpotimal) reception
method used in our scheme. However, these assumptions make
our system practical and more flexible.

Also, it is well known that code combining is almost

always better than the diversity combining in non-cooperative
networks. This is because when code combining is used, the
mutual information of the individual channels is added, while
when using diversity combining, signal-to-noise ratios add.
Interestingly, the numerical results presented here indicate that
in a multi-user cooperative diversity environment, diversity
combining of the relayed information from multiple users is
nearly as good as code combining because of the associated
probabilities of a decoding set, as will be explained in the
sequel.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces a
CDMA cellular uplink model and describes the proposed user
cooperation protocol and received signal model under coop-
eration. Section III analyzes the performance of the proposed
multi-user cooperation protocol in underloaded CDMA, fully-
loaded CDMA and overloaded CDMA with diversity combin-
ing, while Section IV considers code combining techniques.
The outage probability for the modulation constrained case
is presented in Section V. We provide numerical results in
Section VI and Section VII concludes.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Conventional CDMA Uplink

In direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (CDMA)
systems, each user is assigned an individual (orthogonal or
non-orthogonal) signature waveform or a spreading code and
signals from different users may overlap in both time and
frequency. The continuous-time baseband received signal at
the base station in a non-cooperative asynchronous CDMA
uplink with K active users is given by

r(t) =
K∑

k=1

B−1∑
i=0

xk[i]αksk(t− iTs − τk) + n(t) (1)

where B is the block length, Ts is the symbol period, n(·) is
an additive white Gaussian noise process, xk[i] ∈ C is the k-th
user’s transmitted symbol with E{|xk[i]|2} = P , αk is the flat
fading channel coefficient for the channel between k-th user
and the base station, sk(t) =

∑N−1
j=0 ck[j]ψ(t − jTc) is the

spreading waveform of k-th user where ck[j] ∈ {− 1√
N
, 1√

N
}

is the j-th element of user k’s spreading code, ψ(t) is a unit-
energy transmit pulse shape waveform, N being the processing
gain.

CDMA systems may be described as underloaded, fully-
loaded, or overloaded. Underloaded CDMA systems arise
when the total number of users is less than the processing gain
N . Fully-loaded CDMA corresponds to the case wherein the
number of users is equal to the processing gain. Overloaded
CDMA system, in which number of users is larger than the
processing gain, is of interest when N cannot be increased due
to bandwidth constraints. Overloaded CDMA requires linearly
dependent signature waveforms.

B. Cooperation in a CDMA Uplink

1) Protocol Design: We analyze a user cooperation proto-
col wherein users transmit their own data and also serve as
relays for other users. This is in contrast with typical relay
networks where relays do not have data of their own. We
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Fig. 1. Space-time coded medium-access control for a) Laneman’s protocol, and b) the proposed cooperation scheme. Figure indicates example channel
allocations across spreading codes and time. For user k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, D(k) denotes the decoding set. The non-orthogonal spreading waveform of the
k-th user is denoted by sk(t). Each user now transmits and receives simultaneously on different spreading codes during time Phase I.

compare the outage probability performance of the proposed
cooperation scheme under fully-loaded CDMA and diversity
combining of the relayed information with that of Lane-
man’s space-time coded protocol [3], which assumes inter-
user orthogonality and accurate synchronous communication.
The proposed multi-user cooperation scheme differs from [3]
in medium-access control requirements and multiple-access
strategy. We consider a CDMA cellular uplink consisting of K
users. Let set S denote the set of all users in the system so that
|S| = K. Let m be the number of cooperating users and the set
of cooperating users be denoted by C ⊂ S, where |C| = m. A
user is considered to be cooperating if it attempts to decode
the transmissions of other users for purposes of forwarding
the transmission, regardless of whether the decoding attempt

was successful. Let set N �
= {S \ C} denote the set of

non-cooperating users. Each source is assigned a particular
spreading code. The spreading codes provide processing gain
N and are assumed non-orthogonal.

Fig. 1(b) depicts channel and subchannel allotments for
the proposed CDMA cooperative scheme. The channel rep-
resenting a single spreading code spans two time-phases
and when split into individual time-phases corresponds to
subchannels. The transmission between users and the base
station is accomplished in two orthogonal time-phases. In the
first phase, every user k ∈ S broadcasts its message using a
particular spreading code (i.e., in the appropriate subchannel).
In the second phase, users from the set C that can decode the
k-th user’s transmission, k ∈ C, form a decoding set D(k) and
serve as relays (r)1. Users in D(k) are called decoding relays.
The decoding relays then transmit to the base station asyn-
chronously, in the appropriate subchannel. The relays in D(k)
could all transmit the same re-encoded and re-spread sequence,
which can be diversity combined at the base station. If N is
sufficiently large and D(k) relatively small, then the signals
will be transmitted at slightly different times and a RAKE
receiver can be used to resolve the individual transmissions.

1We emphasize here that though we use the term ‘relay’, it also has its
own data to transmit.

Alternatively, a distributed space-time code could be used as
in [3]. As an alternative to retransmitting the same re-encoded
sequence, the relays may use incremental redundancy which
leads to code combining of the relayed transmissions at the
base station. Note that no matter how the relayed information
is combined with itself, the relayed information is always code
combined with the source information. The users in the set
N continue transmitting their own data in the second phase.
For most of the paper, we will concentrate on the case where
S = C and hence m = K, i.e., every user is a cooperating
user, and hence, every user is a potential relay for every other
user. The maximum number of decoding relays a particular
user can have is m − 1. Thus for this cooperative diversity
scheme, decoding relays for any particular source user transmit
asynchronously over the same subchannel (i.e., they use the
same spreading code). Use of non-orthogonal spreading codes
leads to non-orthogonality across the subchannels. Therefore,
there exists non-orthogonality across the subchannels and
asynchronism within a subchannel. The crux of the problem
is then to evaluate performance under these conditions and to
design practical coding and reception schemes.

Note: Laneman’s protocol [3] assumes half-duplex relays
where relays transmit and receive at the same time but
this is done on different frequencies. Instead, we assume
simultaneous transmission and reception on different
spreading codes at the same frequency which may cause
transmit signal to overwhelm the receive signal powers
leading to self-interference. The self-interference cancelation
at the mobile units can be facilitated by the knowledge of
relevant antenna gains or use of co-located antennas and/or
multiple spreading codes [2].

2) Received Signal Model: It is assumed that all the re-
ceived signals at the base station have the same average power.
This kind of power control may not be optimal in reality. A
study of optimal power control is a topic for future research
but is beyond the scope of this work. The proposed sharing
scheme operates in an asynchronous flat-fading CDMA up-
link in the presence of multiple-access interference (MAI)
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and inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to the use of non-
orthogonal spreading codes and asynchronous relayed signals
respectively. Consider the signal model for the second phase
of transmission. The specified use of decorrelating multiuser
detection [14] at the base station effectively transforms the
resulting MAI and ISI channel into parallel interference-free
scalar flat fading channels with increased background noise.
Without loss of generality, we assume that first m users are
cooperating users and the remaining (K −m) users are non-
cooperating users. The received signal at the base station over
a flat fading channel with total K users, m(< K) cooperating
users and m− 1 potential relays is given by

r(t) =
m∑

k=1

m−1∑
l=1
l �=k

B−1∑
i=0

xl,k[i]αlsk(t− iTs − τl)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
due to cooperating users

(3)

+
K∑

k=m+1

B−1∑
i=0

xk,k[i]αksk(t− iTs − τk)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
due to non-cooperating users

+n(t) (4)

where B, Ts, n(·), τl, and sk(t) are as described under
equation (1). xl,k[i] ∈ C is the k-th user’s coded symbol
transmitted from l-th cooperating user with E{x2

l,k[i]} = P ,
xk,k[i] ∈ C is the k-th non-cooperating users own transmitted
data, αl (or αl,d) is the flat fading Rayleigh channel coefficient
for the channel between l-th user and the base station with
variance 1/λl (or 1/λl,d).

At the base station, the received signal is matched-filtered
with respect to the delayed spreading waveforms as shown in
(5). By Cameron-Martin formula [15], this process generates

sufficient statistics, rl,k[i], given by

rl,k[i] =α∗
l

∫ ∞

−∞
r(t)sk(t− τl − iTs)dt

=
m∑

k′=1

m−1∑
l′=1
l′ �=k′

B−1∑
i=0

xk′,l′ [i]α∗
l αl′ρ

k′,l′
k,l (5)

+
K∑

k′=m+1

B−1∑
i=0

xk′,k′ [i]α∗
l αk′ρk′,k′

k,l + nk,l[i] (6)

where ρk′,l′
k,l

�
=

∫ ∞
−∞ sk(t − τl − iTs)sk′(t − τl′ − iTs)dt is

the cross-correlation between delayed spreading waveforms.
Stacking all matched-filtered outputs and dropping the time
index from the model in (5), results in

r = H̃x + n (7)

where n ∼ Nc(0, N0H̃). The structure of r, H̃ and x is
shown at the top of the page. In (2), the index m+1 has been
indicated by n. Equation (7) can further be expressed as

r = ARAH︸ ︷︷ ︸
˜H

x + n (8)

where A is a quasi-block-diagonal matrix and is a function
of only channel gains αi’s, and R is a function of cross-
correlations between delayed signature waveforms. The ex-
pression for R is obtained by extracting only the cross-
correlation entries from (2) in the form of a matrix. The
diagonal entries in quasi-block-diagonal matrix A are the
corresponding diagonal channel coefficient elements of (2).

While considering K = m case, matrices H̃,R,A are
obtained from the corresponding matrices with last K − m
columns and rows removed.

Applying the decorrelating detector to the discrete-time
received vector r yields,

y = (AR)−1r + v (9)
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where v ∼ Nc(0, N0R
−1). Thus a parallel flat fading scalar

channel model similar to [3] is obtained as,

yi
�
= [y]i = αixi + vi, (10)

but with enhanced noise, distributed as vi ∼ Nc(0, N0[R]−1
i,i ).

Using this scalar channel model with an appropriate signal-
to-noise ratio parameterization, the proposed scheme can be
compared to [3] via outage probability, i.e., the probability
that average mutual information (in bits/sec/Hz) falls below a
given threshold.

The discrete time received signal at the base station (relays)
during the first phase can be written very similar to (8) where
we now have A as a diagonal matrix (instead of a block
diagonal matrix as in phase II) with corresponding source to
base station (source to relay) channel gains as diagonal entries.
The structure of the correlation matrix R in the first phase is
slightly different than in the second phase. Since users transmit
their own data only in the first phase, the size of the correlation
matrix is K by K while in the second phase it is m2 by m2

for K = m case and m2 + (K −m) by m2 + (K −m) for
the K > m case, assuming m− 1 decoding relays.

In general, the complexity of the decorrelating multiuser
detector is that of correlation-matrix inversion which is of
the order of (m2)3 per user (when K = m). Also, the
assumption that R is invertible is not very restrictive, since
a mild assumption that R is positive definite, is sufficient
which is the case when the delayed signature waveforms
are linearly independent. The situations where R matrix is
singular, the decorrelator is not a practicable detector structure
[16]. Nevertheless, we use the decorrelator structure in this
paper to create performance bounds that would apply to the
MMSE multiuser detector case in the high SNR regime,
including low-complexity adaptive implementations [17].

Remark: We build in this paper a framework to exploit the
presence of relays which also have their own data to transmit.
The benefit of our approach is that it can be used when there is
not a rich multipath environment. In effect, the relays create
virtual mutlipaths, which can still be exploited by a RAKE
receiver. If the actual system has frequency selective fading,
which would typically be the case in a CDMA uplink, then
even more performance improvements can be expected due
to the additional frequency diversity exploited by the RAKE
receiver. Our work applies to frequency selective channels
with few modifications in mutual information expressions to
be given in the sequel. This can be done by first finding
an equivalent SNR for each user to destination channel by
summing up the SNRs over that user’s multiple resolved paths
due to the use of RAKE receiver and using this equivalent
SNR in mutual information expressions as before. Thus the
benefits of cooperation could be obtained by simultaneous
exploitation of the channel as well as the potential relays.

III. PERFORMANCE UNDER DIVERSITY COMBINING

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed
cooperative diversity protocol under diversity combining. In
this type of cooperation, all the relays in the decoding set
for a particular cooperating user transmit on the same sub-
channel (i.e., on that user’s spreading code) using a space-
time code or simply delay diversity. The performance measure

is information-outage probability, i.e., the probability that
the average mutual information (I) between user k and the
base station falls below a fixed spectral efficiency R. The
information-outage probability serves as a lower bound on the
codeword error rate of practically coded systems operating
at the same spectral efficiency R. Since the decoding set
for cooperating user k, D(k), is a random entity, the outage
probability for the channel between user k and the base station
is given by

Pr[I < R] =
∑
D(k)

Pr[D(k)] Pr[I < R|D(k)]. (11)

We now formulate the outage probability expressions for
the space-time coded cooperative diversity in an underloaded
CDMA, fully-loaded CDMA and overloaded CDMA uplink
under diversity combining at the base station. We indicate
different parameters such as fraction of the available degrees
of freedom (DOF) utilized by each cooperating terminal,
normalized spectral efficiency and normalized discrete-time
power in Table I. Because we compare the performance of the
proposed scheme to Lanneman’s space-time coded protocol,
we express the normalized discrete-time power constraint and
normalized spectral efficiency for our scheme in terms of the
parameters of Laneman’s protocol [3]. In Table I, r is the
transmission rate in bits/sec, R, as defined in [3], is the spectral
efficiency in bits/sec/Hz and is nothing but the transmission
rate normalized by the fraction of total degrees of freedom
utilized by each terminal under Laneman’s non-cooperative
medium-access protocol. Also, RCDMA is the normalized spec-
tral efficiency in bits/sec/Hz in case of the proposed scheme
and is expressed in terms of R for fair comparison.

A. Underloaded CDMA Uplink

For underloaded system, K < N , where K and N are the
total number of users and the processing gain respectively. We
assume m = K, i.e, all the users in the system are cooperating
users. Each user in the proposed protocol is assigned a single
spreading code for its own data. Since each user sends its
own data on its spreading code in the first time phase and
also sends other user’s data on that user’s spreading code in
the second phase, each user effectively uses up to K spreading
codes while the total number of linearly independent spreading
codes available in the system is N . Thus each cooperating
terminal utilizes K/2N of available degrees of freedom in
the channel. The 1/2 factor is due to time-phase orthogonality
where the total time slot is equally divided into Phase I and
Phase II. Conditioned on the decoding set D(k), the mutual
information between k-th user and base station can be shown
to be

Iu-CDMA =
K

2N
log

(
1 +

2NSNR
K2

|αk,d|2
[R−1]k,k

)
(12)

+
K

2N
log

⎛
⎝1 +

2NSNR
K2

∑
r∈D(k)

|αr,d|2
[R−1]r,r

⎞
⎠ (13)

where SNR
�
= P

N0
is the signal-to-noise-ratio in the absence

of fading. The mutual information in (12) is the sum of the
mutual informations for two parallel channels, one from the
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TABLE I

NORMALIZED (BY THE FRACTION OF AVAILABLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM UTILIZED BY EACH COOPERATING USER) TRANSMIT POWER AND NORMALIZED

(BY THE FRACTION OF AVAILABLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM UTILIZED BY EACH USER UNDER NONCOOPERATIVE TRANSMISSION) SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY

PARAMETERIZATIONS CONSISTENT WITH LANEMAN [3]. r IS THE TRANSMISSION RATE IN BITS/SEC AND W IS THE BANDWIDTH IN HZ.

Laneman[2] Underloaded CDMA Fully-loaded and
Overloaded CDMA

Fraction of available DOF utilized by each cooperating ter-
minal

1/2 K/2N 1/2

Normalized discrete-time power constraint 2P/K 2NP/K2 2P/K

Normalized spectral efficiency (bits/sec/Hz) R
�
= Kr/W RCDMA

�
= Nr/W =

NR/K
Nr/W = NR/K

user k to the base station and other from the set of decoding
relays, r ∈ D(k), to the base station. Note that since we
consider the relayed transmissions using a space-time code or
delay diversity and diversity combining at the base station, we
have a log-sum expression for the second phase. Using a high-
SNR approximation developed in [3], the outage probability
conditioned on a decoding set and R can be written as 2

Pr[Iu-CDMA < RCDMA|D(k),R] ∼
⎡
⎣ 2( 2N2R

K2 ) − 1
2NSNR/K2

⎤
⎦|D(k)|+1

×λk,d[R−1]k,k ×
∏

r∈D(k)

λr,d[R−1]r,r

×A|D(k)|
(
2( 2N2R

K2 ) − 1
)

(14)

where An(t) = 1
(n−1)!

∫ 1

0
wn−1(1−w)

1+tw dw, n > 0.
The mutual information between the k-th user and the

potential relay r is given by

Ik,r =
K

2N
log

(
1 +

2NSNR
K2

|αk,r|2
[R−1]r,r

)
. (15)

The potential relay will be able to decode k-th user’s message
if the realized mutual information between user k and the relay
r is greater than the fixed spectral efficiency RCDMA.

Pr[r ∈ D(k)|R] = Pr[Ik,r > RCDMA]

= exp

⎡
⎣−λk,r[R−1]r,r

2( 2N2R
K2 ) − 1

2NSNR/K2

⎤
⎦ .(16)

The probability of a decoding set is then given by

Pr[D(k)|R] =
∏

r∈D(k)

exp

⎡
⎣−λk,r[R−1]r,r

2( 2N2R
K2 ) − 1

2NSNR/K2

⎤
⎦

×
∏

r/∈D(k)

1−exp

⎡
⎣−λk,r[R−1]r,r

2( 2N2R
K2 ) − 1

2NSNR/K2

⎤
⎦ .(17)

By high-SNR approximation, using Taylor series expansion
of (17), we get the probability of a decoding set as

Pr[D(k)|R] ∼
⎡
⎣ 2( 2N2R

K2 ) − 1
2NSNR/K2

⎤
⎦K−|D(k)|−1

×
∏

r/∈D(k)

λk,r[R−1]r,r. (18)

2The proof is similar to [3].

Combining (11), (14), and (18), the expression for outage
probability under high-SNR approximation conditioned on R,
is given by

Pr[Iu-CDMA < RCDMA|R] ∼
⎡
⎣ 2( 2N2R

K2 ) − 1
2NSNR/K2

⎤
⎦K

×
∑
D(k)

λk,d[R−1]k,k

×
∏

r∈D(k)

λr,d[R−1]r,r ×
∏

r/∈D(k)

λk,r[R−1]r,r

×A|D(k)|
(
2( 2N2R

K2 ) − 1
)
. (19)

Then the final expression for average outage probability is

Pr[Iu-CDMA < RCDMA] = ER {Pr[Iu-CDMA < RCDMA|R]} . (20)

The expected value in (20) is found using Monte-Carlo
simulations by averaging (19) over realizations of R for a
particular choice of a space-time code.

B. Fully-loaded CDMA Upink

Here m = K = N . The mutual information and outage
probability expressions for the fully-loaded case can be ob-
tained by substituting K = N in (12) and (19) respectively.
For the sake of completeness, we state the expressions for
mutual information and outage probability here. The mutual
information conditioned on a decoding set is given as

If-CDMA =
1
2

log

(
1 +

2SNR
K

|αk,d|2
[R−1]k,k

)

+
1
2

log

⎛
⎝1 +

2SNR
K

∑
r∈D(k)

|αr,d|2
[R−1]r,r

⎞
⎠ . (21)

And the high-SNR approximation for the outage probability
yields

Pr[If-CDMA < RCDMA|R]∼
[

2(22R)−1

2SNR/K

]K

×
∑
D(k)

λk,d[R−1]k,k

×
∏

r∈D(k)

λr,d[R−1]r,r ×
∏

r/∈D(k)

λk,r[R−1]r,r

× A|D(k)|
(
2(22R) − 1

)
. (22)
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C. Overloaded CDMA Uplink

For overloaded CDMA system, K > N . Notice that we can
generate only N linearly independent spreading waveforms.
The remaining K −N signatures waveforms are linear com-
binations of the first N spreading waveforms. Each user thus
utilizes up to all available spreading codes. Hence each user
utilizes 1/2 of the available degrees of freedom. We consider
the following two special subcases.

1) Case I : m = K(> N): The allowed maximum number
of relays in the decoding set in this case is K − 1. Because
of the existence of linearly dependent spreading waveforms
in case of overloaded CDMA system, it is not possible to
distinguish between individual relay transmissions at the base
station. To identify each user and each relay transmission in
cooperative overloaded CDMA (K > N ), each relay in D(k)
inserts a random delay before transmitting k-th user’s data
to the base station. This allows us to maintain a full-rank
signature matrix R. The addition of random delays induces
the delay diversity effect which is a form of space-time code
but is not an optimal space-time code. Though it is not optimal,
it is attractive since it is simple in implementation, fully
distributed, and scales with increasing numbers of cooperating
users [9]. As indicated in Table I, each cooperating terminal
utilizes 1/2 of total degrees of freedom in the channel.
Conditioned on the decoding set D(k), the mutual information
between k-th user and base station can be shown to be

Io-CDMA =
1
2

log

(
1 +

2SNR
K

|αk,d|2
[R−1]k,k

)

+
1
2

log

⎛
⎝1 +

2SNR
K

∑
r∈D(k)

|αr,d|2
[R−1]r,r

⎞
⎠ . (23)

and the realized mutual information between the k-th user and
the potential relay r is given by

Ik,r =
1
2

log

(
1 +

2SNR
K

|αk,r|2
[R−1]r,r

)
. (24)

Following the same procedure as given in the earlier section,
the corresponding high-SNR formulation for outage probabil-
ity conditioned on R is

Pr[Io-CDMA < RCDMA|R] ∼
[

2( 2NR
K ) − 1

2SNR/K

]K

×
∑
D(k)

λk,d[R−1]k,k

×
∏

r∈D(k)

λr,d[R−1]r,r ×
∏

r/∈D(k)

λk,r[R−1]r,r

×A|D(k)|
(
2( 2NR

K ) − 1
)
. (25)

and the final expression for average outage probability is

Pr[Io-CDMA < RCDMA] = ER {Pr[Io-CDMA < RCDMA|R]} .
2) Case II : m = N(< K): Here the number of cooper-

ating users m is less than the total number of users K and is
equal to processing gain N . Therefore the allowed maximum
number of relays in the decoding set is N −1. The remaining
(K − N) users transmit their own data to the base station
independently in both phases, hence, just add interference to
the users that cooperate. Again, each user utilizes 1/2 the total

degrees of freedom. The expression for outage probability in
this case is similar to the case where all users cooperate but
only differs in the exponent of the first term in (25) which
depends upon SNR. The exponent of the first term in equation
(25) indicates the diversity gain which is equal to N in this
case. Since the mutual information formula is the same as in
case I, we only present the outage probability conditioned on
R which is given as

Pr[Io-CDMA < RCDMA|R] ∼
[

2( 2NR
K ) − 1

2SNR/K

]N

×
∑
D(k)

λk,d[R−1]k,k

×
∏

r∈D(k)

λr,d[R−1]r,r ×
∏

r/∈D(k)

λk,r[R−1]r,r

× A|D(k)|
(
2( 2NR

K ) − 1
)
. (26)

Unconditional outage probability can then be found by taking
expectation of (26) with respect to R.

IV. PERFORMANCE UNDER CODE COMBINING

We consider a fully-loaded CDMA system configuration
(m = K = N ) in this section. The use of decorrelating
multiuser detection as discussed in Section II-B.2 allows us
to form interference-free scalar flat-fading parallel channels
with increased background noise. Thus instead of using the
same Gaussian codebook in the form of a space-time code
or delay diversity, the relays could employ different Gaussian
codebooks to transmit relayed information toward base station.
This is equivalent to each relay transmitting a different part
of the codeword. This results in a code combining at the
base station. Under code combining, the system in the second
time phase behaves like a set of |D(k)| parallel Gaussian
channels. The mutual information under code combining and
fully-loaded CDMA system configuration conditioned on a
decoding set can be given by

If-CDMA =
1
2

log

(
1 +

2SNR
K

|αk,d|2
[R−1]k,k

)

+
∑

r∈D(k)

1
2

log

(
1 +

2SNR
K

|αr,d|2
[R−1]r,r

)
. (27)

Notice that since we consider relayed transmissions from
different Gaussian codebooks and code combining at the base
station, we have sum-log expression for the second phase.
The mutual information in (27) is thus larger than that in
(21) for same |D(k)| due to Jensen’s inequality. Note that the
previously published work on cooperative diversity employing
code combining at the base station requires the existence
of parallel channels which is achieved through orthogonal
channel allocation. But in our protocol, though the users have
been allocated non-orthogonal spreading codes and relayed
transmissions occur asynchronously in the same subchannel
for each user, the decorrelating multiuser detector allows
the creation of virtual parallel channels without a bandwidth
penalty though there is a penalty in the signal-to-noise-
ratio due to entries in the [R]−1 matrix. The closed form
expression for the outage probability under code combining is
not tractable for an arbitrary number of relays. Hence, instead
of using high-SNR approximations, we evaluate the outage
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probability performance of the proposed protocol under code
combining via Monte-Carlo simulation and compare it with
the simulated performance of the proposed protocol under
diversity combining (21) in Section VI.

V. PERFORMANCE UNDER MODULATION CONSTRAINTS

In the earlier sections we provided an information-theoretic
analysis of multi-user cooperative diversity using Gaussian
distributed inputs. The assumption of Gaussian inputs is jus-
tifiable if we are dealing with large signalling constellations.
But the information-theoretic results need to be extended so
as to take into account the effect of practical modulation
techniques. In this section, we compute the mutual information
under the constraint of uniform input probabilities considering
diversity combining at the base station. We consider a fully-
loaded CDMA system configuration (m = K = N ). To
find the expression for mutual information under modulation
constraints with the earlier mentioned system parameters, we
model the received signal at the base station during two time-
phases as follows. In the first phase, user k transmits. The
received signal at the base station during first phase after
decorrelating multiuser detection can be written as

y1 =
αk,d√
[R]−1

k,k

x+ n (28)

where n ∼ Nc(0, N0), x is a modulated symbol drawn from
the uniform probability distribution and E{|x|2} = 2P/K as
can be seen from Table I. The received signal model pointed
out here is very similar to scalar channel model obtained in

(10) except the scaled factor of 1/
√

[R]−1
r,r . We note that doing

this does not change the received signal-to-noise-ratio (and
yields exactly the same mutual information expression given
in (21)) but enables the separation of SNR from interference
terms while plotting the outage probability performance. The
mutual information under modulation constraints between k-th
user and the base station during phase I is [19]

I1 =
1
2

(
m− Ex,y1

[
log

∑
z∈χ p(y1|z)
p(y1|x)

])
(29)

where m = log2M , M is the signal constellation size, χ
denotes the signal set, and p(y|x) is the transition probability
density function between input x and the output y as defined in
[19]. The factor 1/2 outside the log term is due to the fraction
of degrees of freedom utilized by a cooperating terminal in
fully-loaded CDMA. Similarly the received signal at the base
station during the second phase under modulation constraints
due to retransmissions from K ′ relays can be modeled as

y =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

α2,d/
√

[R]−1
2,2

...

αr,d/
√

[R]−1
r,r

...

αK′,d/
√

[R]−1
K′,K′

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
x+ n. (30)

Again, the expression for the mutual information under uni-
form input probability and diversity combining conditioned on

a decoding set is given by

I2 =
1
2

(
m− Ex,y

[
log

∑
z∈χ p(y|z)
p(y|x)

])
. (31)

The overall mutual information conditioned on a decoding set
between k-th user and the base station is then

Im = I1 + I2. (32)

The mutual information between k-th user and a potential
relay can be formed in a similar fashion which then can
be used to find the probability of a decoding set. Using
the expression for probability of the a decoding set and
the mutual information expression in (32), and applying the
total probability law in (11), we plot the outage probability
performance through Monte-Carlo simulation.

VI. RESULTS

In all the figures, N denotes the processing gain, and
K denotes the total number of users. m is the number of
cooperating users. The outage probability curves are plotted
for λi,j = 1. The spreading codes are random and the delays
are assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0 and Ts.
The SNR gain or loss of these curves indicates the spectral
(bandwidth) efficiency/inefficiency of the protocols and slope
of the curves indicates the spatial diversity order. Figs. 2, 3
and 4, indicate the information-outage probability performance
of the proposed cooperative diversity protocol under diversity
combining with N = 4 and R = 1 bits/sec/Hz, using high-
SNR approximation, while Figs. 5 and 6 present the outage
probability performance without high-SNR approximation.
Fig. 2 indicates the outage probability performance in an
underloaded and fully-loaded CDMA uplink when m = K. It
can be seen that the underloaded system is bandwidth ineffi-
cient when compared to fully-loaded system. This is because
not all available degrees of freedom in the channel are utilized
in this system configuration. The outage probability curve for
Laneman’s space-time coded protocol is also plotted for com-
parison. Note that Laneman’s protocol [3] can only be treated
as the fully-loaded scenario (m = K = N ) and also assumes
inter-user orthogonality, orthogonal space-time coding, block
and symbol synchronization and optimal decoding at the base
station. Because of these assumptions, there is no interference
within a subchannel or across the subchannels for the protocol
design built in [3]. The proposed scheme with fully-loaded
configuration (m = K = N = 4) also demonstrates a loss in
spectral efficiency with respect to space-time coded protocol
developed in [3]. The loss in the performance is because
of the use of decorrelating multiuser detection to generate
parallel channels at the base station and, consequently, due
to inter-user non-orthogonality which arises because of non-
orthogonal spreading codes and/or asynchronism addressed
in our scheme. The decorrelating multiuser detector can not
optimally handle asynchronism and non-orthogonality. The
performance penalty due to above mentioned constraints is
manifested through [R]−1 matrix entries. We make use of
non-orthogonal (random) spreading codes because even if we
use orthogonal spreading codes, the asynchronism between
cooperating users would destroy orthogonality. Also for a
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Laneman STC m=4
N=4, K=4, m=1

Fig. 2. Outage probability performance (under high-SNR approximation)
of space-time coded scheme in an asynchronous underloaded CDMA uplink
with m = K and diversity combining. The threshold spectral efficiency is
R = 1 bit/sec/Hz. The point-to-point CDMA uplink performance (m = 1)
is shown for comparison. The outage probability curves without high-SNR
approximation (dashed lines) are also plotted for comparison.
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Fig. 3. Outage probability performance (under high-SNR approximation)
of space-time coded scheme in an asynchronous overloaded CDMA uplink
(K > N) with m = K and diversity combining. The threshold spectral
efficiency is R = 1 bit/sec/Hz.The point-to-point CDMA uplink performance
(m = 1) is also shown for comparison.

given N , the number of orthogonal spreading codes is limited
to N unlike non-orthogonal spreading codes. The SNR loss
with respect to Laneman could be reduced using alternative
receiver structures, e.g., MMSE-DF detection or even opti-
mal multiuser detector, perhaps, as long as post-interference
suppression parallel channels can be assumed and modeled.
We note here that if we consider cooperation in the proposed
fully-loaded CDMA system with orthogonal spreading codes
and use of orthogonal space-time codes under synchronous
communication assumption, which yield R−1 = I in (21)
and (22), the outage probability performance matches that of
Laneman’s space-time coded protocol.

Fig. 3 compares the outage probability results of the
proposed cooperative diversity scheme that operates in the
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Fig. 4. Outage probability performance (under high-SNR approximation)
of space-time coded scheme in an asynchronous overloaded CDMA uplink
(K > N) with m = N and diversity combining. The threshold spectral
efficiency is R = 1 bit/sec/Hz.The point-to-point CDMA uplink performance
(m = 1) is also shown for comparison.

overloaded CDMA (K > N) uplink. The curves are plotted
assuming m = K cooperating users. It can be seen that over-
loading the system is advantageous in terms of the bandwidth
efficiency until certain threshold (K = 6 in this case). But if
the number of users exceed a certain threshold, then it exhibits
a loss in bandwidth efficiency. This is because keeping N
constant, if we increase the number of cooperating users K
without bound, then R tends towards singularity and leads to
large SNR loss. It can also be observed that increasing K
increases the diversity order but also increases the SNR loss
and hence in practical scenarios, it could be appropriate to
choose K slightly larger than N .

Fig. 4 illustrates the outage probability performance of
the proposed space-time coded scheme in overloaded CDMA
system assuming m = N(< K) cooperating users. Here, the
slope of all outage probability curves is the same because
even if we vary total number of users in the system, the
number of cooperating users remains fixed which decides the
diversity gain and hence the slope of the outage probability.
All numerical results via slope of the curves indicate that
the protocol achieves full spatial diversity in number of
cooperating users.

Fig. 5 indicates the conditional outage probability perfor-
mance comparison between diversity combining and code
combining reception schemes for the fully-loaded CDMA
cellular uplink with m = K = N = 8. As we mentioned
earlier, we present numerical results instead of high-SNR
approximation due to intractability of the closed form expres-
sion for outage probability in the code combining case. The
outage probability is conditioned on R and hence is plotted
for one realization of R for simplicity3. However, we point
out that the relative performance between different outage
probability curves is virtually independent of R. Recall that R
is a function of cross-correlations between delayed spreading

3We plot all the conditional outage probability curves using the same
realization of R.
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Fig. 5. Conditional outage probability performance comparison of diversity
combining and code combining schemes for fully-loaded CDMA system
configuration with m = K = N = 8. The outage probability is conditioned
on R. The threshold spectral efficiency is R = 1 bit/sec/Hz. Code combining
is 0.01 dB better than the diversity combining and so the plots are almost
indistinguishable.

waveforms and does not involve channel gains. The results are
plotted for R = 1 bit/sec/Hz. It is well known that code com-
bining is almost always better than the diversity combining in
a non-cooperative networks due to the consequence of Jensen’s
inequality. Interestingly, from the figure, it can be seen that in
a cooperative diversity scenario, under the system parameters
mentioned in this paper, diversity combining is nearly as good
as code combining. Specifically, code combining is only 0.01
dB better than the diversity combining and this difference
is not visible from the figure. This is because decoding set
is a random variable. All potential relays in the system do
not necessarily decode the source user’s transmission. For the
SNRs of interest and fewer number of simultaneously active
users in the system, the probability of having large number
of relays in the decoding set is very small and therefore,
considering the expansion of (11) in the increasing order of
|D(s)|, only first few terms in the expression (11) dominate
the system performance. Since the first few terms in diversity
combining and the code combining are very similar, the
code combining does not offer performance gains (in terms
of information-outage probability) over diversity combining.
The conclusions might be different if we consider very high-
SNR regions and a large pool of users in the system. The
conclusions might also change if we consider a non-symmetric
network topology where all inter-user channels are statistically
different leading to inter-user SNR dependent decoding set
probabilities. It was also observed that in a deterministic
cooperative network, where Pr[D(k)] = 1 for some D(k)
(which is the case of a non-cooperative scenario with |D(k)|
parallel channels), code combining demonstrates significant
performance gain in terms of information outage probability
over diversity combining scheme. Thus the probabilities of
the decoding sets may drastically affect the outage-probability
performance of a cooperation protocol under diversity and
code combining schemes.

Fig. 6 compares the conditional information-outage prob-
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Fig. 6. Conditional outage probability performance comparison of fully-
loaded CDMA system configuration (m = K = N = 8) under the
constraint of uniform input probability (QPSK and 16-QAM modulation) and
unconstrained Gaussian input. The outage probability is conditioned on R.
We assume diversity combining at the base station. The threshold spectral
efficiency is R = 0.8 bits/sec/Hz.

ability performance of fully-loaded CDMA system (with
m = K = N = 8) under modulation constraints and also
unconstrained Gaussian input distribution assuming diversity
combining at the base station. The information-outage prob-
ability is conditioned on R and is plotted without high-SNR
approximation. We plot the curves for QPSK modulation and
16-QAM modulation against the threshold spectral efficiency
of 0.8 bit/sec/Hz. It is seen that increasing the signal con-
stellation size renders similar performance to Gaussian input
distribution performance at lower rates.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have analyzed the performance of cooper-
ative diversity in a CDMA uplink under diversity combining
and code combining of the relayed information at the base
station while relaxing the inter-user orthogonality and syn-
chronous communication constraints. We have assumed users
with full duplex communication capability so that users can
transmit and receive simultaneously on the same frequency.
Our cooperative scheme employs a sub-optimum decorrelating
receiver to suppress the multi-user interference at both the base
station and the relay-side. We have evaluated its performance
in underloaded, fully-loaded and overloaded CDMA uplink
through information-outage probability. The outage probabil-
ity results under diversity combining indicate that overloaded
system is bandwidth efficient up to certain number of users
but then exhibits worse performance than fully-loaded system
as number of users exceed a certain threshold, due to multiple-
access interference. We compared diversity combining and
code combining of the relayed information at the base station.
It is seen that in multi-user cooperation, diversity combining
yields almost the same outage probability performance as
code combining because not all users in the system act as
relays all the time and hence the probabilities of the decoding
sets turn out to be a prominent factor in determining the
relative performance of code and diversity combining. We also
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evaluated the performance of multi-user cooperation protocol
under the practical modulation techniques. It is observed that
increasing the signal constellation size while keeping the target
rate constant, we can approach the outage probability perfor-
mance of a cooperation scheme that uses Gaussian inputs.
Looking at all the results, we can argue that the performance
loss incurred (with respect to their counterparts) by making the
system design much simpler and more practical, for e.g., using
diversity combining (instead of code combining), 16-symbol
alphabet and a slightly overloaded system, is relatively small.
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